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TITLE

SIZES:
SMALL - XX” x XX” - $
MEDIUM - XX” x XX” - $
LARGE - XX” x XX” - $

Condimentum lacinia quis vel eros donec ac 
odio tempor orci dapibus ultrices in iaculis nunc 
sed augue lacus viverra vitae congue eu conse-
quat ac felis donec et odio pellentesque diam 
volutpat commodo sed.

BUY NOW

TITLE

SIZES:
SMALL - XX” x XX” - $ 
MEDIUM - XX” x XX” - $
LARGE - XX” x XX” - $

Condimentum lacinia quis vel eros donec ac 
odio tempor orci dapibus ultrices in iaculis nunc 
sed augue lacus viverra vitae congue eu conse-
quat ac felis donec et odio pellentesque diam 
volutpat commodo sed.

BUY NOW

TITLE

SIZES:
SMALL - XX” x XX” - $ 
MEDIUM - XX” x XX” - $
LARGE - XX” x XX” - $

Condimentum lacinia quis vel eros donec ac 
odio tempor orci dapibus ultrices in iaculis nunc 
sed augue lacus viverra vitae congue eu conse-
quat ac felis donec et odio pellentesque diam 
volutpat commodo sed.

BUY NOW2
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Adding Element Glo Glow Mosaics to your pool can be an exciting adventure. Proper 
planning is important, especially if you’re particular about how each mosaic is going to 
be placed in your pool and the glow continuity after dark.

At Element Glo, we are continually thinking of ways to serve our customers better by 
providing new and innovative options. We will be introducing variations to existing mo-
saics and developing new and exciting designs. The definitions of the types of mosaics 
we have below will provide details of what is to come.

TYPES OF MOSAICS FROM ELEMENT GLO™

ELEMENT-GLO™ MOSAICS - (Every page except 16—19)
Colorful mosaics that glow in a range of cool tones on the color spectrum. 
Each ELEMENT-GLO Mosaic is bright and colorful by day and add consistency 
of color at night via a range of glow colors from electric blues to neon greens. 

For every mosaic added to the Element Glo Catalog, there will be an “ELEMENT-GLO” 
version of each mosaic.

AFTER-GLO™ MOSAICS - (COMING MARCH 2021)
Glow mosaics that can be installed (glued) to the surface of any existing pool 
that is filled with water. The types of pools AFTER-GLO mosaics can be in-
stalled in include fiberglass pools, vinyl pools, traditional pool surfaces, and 

more. Each mosaic is thinner than the other types of mosaics currently available and 
contain smooth, beveled upper corners to make them non-intrusive to the touch.

 
TRUE-GLO™ MOSAIC - (PAGES 18 & 19)
Mosaics with TRUE-GLO™ technology contain proprietary glow formulas that 
allow the mosaics to glow the same color as the day color. The Clownfish 
mosaic in this catalog is a great example of the first glow mosaic available in 

a TRUE-GLO™ version. The ELEMENT-GLO™ version of the Clownfish glows beautiful 
greens and blues, while the TRUE-GLO™ version glows the same colors as the day col-
ors, orange and white.

NUVO-GLO™ EXCLUSIVE MOSAICS - (PAGES 16 & 17)
Mosaics that are NOT sold separately and can only be purchased when pur-
chasing the NUVO-GLO™ UV Lighting System for your pool. 
MORE INFORMATION HERE.

OUR GLOW MOSAIC CATALOG IS EXPANDING!

https://nuvo-glouv.com
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PLAYFUL DOLPHIN

SIZE:
SMALL - 12” x 6” - $85 

Who doesn’t love Playful Dolphins? These 
dolphins are bright and look amazing individu-
ally or you can couple two of them together to 
form a perfect playful circle. 16 tiles and glows 
blue at night. Available left or right-facing. 

BUY NOW

LARGE PLAYFUL DOLPHIN

SIZE:
LARGE - 33” x 18” - $595

Out of popular demand, we created this NEW 
larger version of the Playful Dolphin, which is 
featured in our super large YIN YANG DOLPHIN 
design. 38 tiles and glows blue and turquoise at 
night. Available ONLY right-facing. 

BUY NOW

JUMPIN’ DOLPHIN

SIZE:
LARGE - 30” x 13” - $425

The Jumpin’ Dolphin is huge and is perfect for a 
large circular pattern on the bottom of your pool 
or you can combine this dolphin with our Danc-
ing Dolphin to create a wave of dolphins. See 
“WAVE DOLPHINS.” 51 Tiles and glows shades 
of blue at night. Available left or right-facing.

BUY NOW

TM

https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/playful-dolphin-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/playful-dolphin-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic?variant=37649700847778
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/jumpin-dolphin-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic


DANCING DOLPHIN

SIZES:
LARGE - 30” x 10” - $375

Add a little rhythm to your pool with our NEW 
Dancing Dolphin. At 30” long, this dolphin is 
bright and is sure to be a conversation piece at 
your next pool party. This dolphin goes perfect 
with our Jumpin’ Dolphin. See “WAVE DOL-
PHINS.” 56 tiles and glows shades of turquoise 
and blue at night. Available left or right-facing.

BUY NOW

YIN YANG DOLPHIN

SIZES:
LARGE - 39” x 39” - $1495

At 39” from flipper to flipper, this is the largest 
mosaic in the Element Glo collection. This mosa-
ic features two Large Playful Dolphins swimming 
in a circular pattern around a yin yang wave. 
140 tiles that glow a combination of contrasting 
blues and greens at night. ONLY available with 
dolphins swimming clockwise.

BUY NOW

WAVE DOLPHINS

SIZES:
LARGE - ~60” x 24” - $796

This dolphin combination features our Jumpin’ 
dolphin and Dancing Dolphin designs that form 
a perfect wave. Place them on the walls or in a 
creative pattern on the bottom of your pool. 107 
tiles and glows shades of turquoise and blue at 
night. Available left or right-facing.

BUY NOW
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/yin-yang-dolphins-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/dancing-dolphin-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/wave-dolphins-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
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ANGELFISH

SIZES:
SMALL - 12” x 9” - $125 
MEDIUM - 16” x 12” - $205
LARGE - 20” x 15” - $365

With a rainbow of brilliant colors by day, and 
beautiful cool blue and green tones by night, 
the Glow in the Dark Angelfish Pool Mosaic is 
sure to make your pool the talk of the block. 
19 tiles. ONLY available right-facing.

BUY NOW

BUTTERFLYFISH

SIZES:
SMALL - 13” x 8” - $85 
MEDIUM - 17” x 10” - $165
LARGE - 21” x 13” - $245

As one of the original designs that kicked off
the popularity of Element Glo Mosaics, the But-
terfly Fish is cute, brilliant and playful! 17 Tiles 
and glows shades of blue at night. ONLY avail-
able right-facing. 

BUY NOW

MOORISH IDOL FISH

SIZES:
SMALL - 13” x 12” - $175 
MEDIUM - 17” x 15” - $265
LARGE - 20” x 19” - $405

“Sharkbait HOO-HA-HA!” 

Now one of the most popular fish in the ocean 
can light up your pool at night in green and blue 
hues. 21 Tiles. ONLY available left-facing. 

BUY NOW

TM

https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/small-moorish-idol-fish-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/angel-fish-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic-butterflyfish


YELLOW TANG

SIZES:
SMALL - 12” x 7” - $85
MEDIUM - 17” x 10” - $185
LARGE - 20” x 11” - $275

Who wouldn’t love a school of Yellow Tangs 
swimming alongside you and your family in your 
pool? Purchase all three sizes to complete your 
school! 24 Tiles and glows shades of blues and 
greens at night. ONLY available right-facing.

BUY NOW

CLOWNFISH

SIZES:
LARGE - 11” x 6” - $70

As one of the most familiar fish in the ocean, this 
NEW Clownfish glow in the dark pool mosaic is 
super bright and colorful and is also available 
with True-Glo™ Technology (see “Mosaic Types” 
on page 3). 17 tiles with green and blue glow. 
Available left or right-facing.

BUY NOW

BLUE TANG 
COMING SOON! The Clownfish, Moorish Idol 
Fish, and the new Blue Tang all have a special 
place in our hearts. The Blue Tang will be out 
February 2021 and will glow vibrant in brilliant 
blue hues and will be available in a True-Glo™ 
version as well.

F
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COMING FEBRUARY 2021

PAGE
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/clownfish-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/yellow-tang-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
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CRAB

SIZES:
SMALL - 6” x 6” - $40
MEDIUM - 8” x 8” - $60
LARGE - 10” x 10” - $110

Always a top-seller, these playful crabs come 
in three different sizes and are accented with 
glossy black tips on the ends of the claws and 
small button eyes. 33 tiles for each size. Glows 
blue and aqua. 

BUY NOW

CRAB FAMILY

SIZES:
SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE - $200

Addicted to crabs or perhaps it’s your astrologi-
cal sign? This crab family is perfect for beach en-
tries, the steps in your pool or spa or just solitari-
ly grazing on the bottom of your pool. This Crab 
Family contains one each of the large, medium, 
and small crabs.

BUY NOW

BUBBLY STARFISH

SIZES: 
MEDIUM - 6” x 6” - $35

As an official Element Glo top-seller, this starfish 
is proudly displayed in hundreds of pool across 
the nation. The Bubbly Starfish is just one 6” 
textured tile of brightness at night and makes an 
excellent marker in your pool. 

BUY NOWS
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/crab
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/crab-family-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaics
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/starfish-glow-in-the-dark-swimming-pool-mosaic


STARFISH

SIZES:
LARGE - 8” x 8” - $65

This articulated starfish is natural-toned with a 
thinly coated Firefly (gree) patina to add to its 
dimension. Each tile is textured and provides a 
smooth relief to the touch. 6 tiles that glow blue 
and green at night.

BUY NOW

LARGE RED SEAHORSE

SIZES:
LARGE - 11” x 24” - $335

The Large Seahorse is BIG and is sure to be a 
spotlight in your pool. Available in two daytime 
variances, red and blue, this seahorse can fit any 
underwater glow in the dark seascape your mind 
can imagine. 29 tiles. Available left or right-fac-
ing.

BUY NOW

LARGE BLUE SEAHORSE

SIZES:
LARGE - 11” x 24” - $335

Now you can have the best of both worlds; the 
Large Blue Seahorse covers the cooler color 
spectrum, while the Large Red Seahorse above 
is perfect for those who enjoy warmer tones. 29 
tiles. Available left or right-facing.

BUY NOW
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/red-seahorse-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/starfish-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/blue-seahorse-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
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SMALL SCALLOP SHELL

SIZE:
SMALL - 5” x 5” - $25 

As the first design in the Element Glo Mosaic 
Catalog, you can find this Small Scallop Shell 
installed in hundreds of pools all around the 
world. These cute and bold seashells make 
perfect step markers, tile ornaments, and so 
much more! 7 tiles that glow beautiful blue, 
aqua, and green tones.

BUY NOW

MEDIUM SCALLOP SHELL

SIZE: 
MEDIUM - 8” x 7” - $50

This slightly larger version of our Scallop Shell 
features more tiles and a larger surface area to 
prolong the glow. Purchase the Scallop Shell 
Family to feature all variances in your pool. 12 
tiles

BUY NOW

LARGE SCALLOP SHELL

SIZE:
LARGE - 10” x 9” - $105

A super BIG Scallop Shell with multi-shades of 
cool tones that glow for a long time at night. 
This is the largest version of our Scallop Shell 
has more articulations, larger tiles, and makes a 
big statement in your pool. 16 tiles that glow in 
beautiful shades of greens and blues.

BUY NOW

https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic?variant=31114622468155
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic?variant=31114622828603


SMALL CURVED SCALLOP

SIZE:
SMALL - 5” x 5” - $25

The Curved Scallop gives the illusion of an an-
gled Scallop Shell just as you would see it in the 
ocean. It features ten (10) colorful tiles with each 
separate by 1/8” spaces in between for consis-
tent plaster application. Purchase the Curved 
Scallop Family to apply all sizes and variances 
of this design.

BUY NOW

MEDIUM CURVED SCALLOP

SIZE: 
MEDIUM - 7” x 8” - $65

The Medium Curved Scallop is a larger, slightly 
varied design of the original Small Curved Scal-
lop Shell. More articulations and almost double 
the amount of tiles creates a prolonged glow 
effect at night. 17 tiles ranging in glow shades 
from blues to greens.

BUY NOW

LARGE CURVED SCALLOP

SIZE:
LARGE - 10” x 11” - $135

This Scallop Shell is BIG and an excellent ac-
companying mosaic to any large mosaics in the 
Element Glo catalog. 28 tiles.

BUY NOW
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/fancy-scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-mosaic?variant=31919005237307
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/fancy-scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/fancy-scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-mosaic?variant=37698937192610
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NUTMEG SHELL

SIZES:
SMALL - 5” x 3” - $20 
MEDIUM - 8” x 5” - $40
LARGE - 10” x 7” - $70

Now you can bring this familiar seashell to 
your pool. The Nutmeg Shell is an abstract 
formation of 5 tiles that makes this seashell  
recognizable to anyone, even from a distance.

BUY NOW

CERITH SHELL

SIZES:
SMALL - 2” x 5” - $15
MEDIUM - 3” x 8” - $25
LARGE - 4” x 10” - $45

Just like the Nutmeg Shell, the Cerith Shell 
Mosaic brings together six (6) abstract tiles to 
create one of the most recognizable seashells in 
the ocean. These seashell mosaics make excel-
lent step liners. 

BUY NOW

CONCH SHELL

SIZES:
EXTRA SMALL - 3” x 4” - $10
SMALL - 4” x 6” - $22 
MEDIUM - 5” x 8” - $40
LARGE - 6” x 10” - $65

You may not be able to hear the ocean in these 
Conch Shells but you will definitely see them. 
These beauties of the deep are colorful by day 
and vibrant at night. 7 tiles.

BUY NOW

TM

https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/nutmeg-shell-glow-in-the-dark-mosaic-1
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/cerith-shell-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/conch-shell-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic


TM

SCALLOP SHELL FAMILY

SIZES:
SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE - $180

You can now purchase the entire collection of 
the original Scallop Shell Family so you’re able to 
enjoy all the sizes and variations. 

BUY NOW

CURVED SCALLOP FAMILY

SIZES:
SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE - $225

This collection includes all three sizes and 
variances of our Curved Scallops. Each design 
presents differences in the number of tiles and 
articulations.

BUY NOW
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/scallop-shell-family-pool-mosaics
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/fancy-scallop-shell-glow-in-the-dark-mosaic
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SMALL SWIMMING TURTLE

SIZES:
SMALL - 6” x 6” - $25 

As one of the top-selling Element Glo Mosa-
ics, this little guy can be found in hundreds fo 
pools across the nation. This Small Swimming 
Turtle emits the maximum brightness at night. 
10 tiles.

BUY NOW

MEDIUM SWIMMING TURTLE

SIZES: 
MEDIUM - 8” x 7” - $45

The Medium Swimming Turtle is the perfect bud-
dy to the Small and Large Swimming Turtle. This 
midsize version of the popular small version has 
a few more tiles and features a wider variety of 
day color tiles. 13 tiles.

BUY NOW

LARGE SWIMMING TURTLE

SIZES:
LARGE - 11” x 12” - $110

This guy is the largest version of the Swimming 
Turtle Collection. Because of the size of the tiles, 
this mosaic is super bright when charged to 
100%. Purchase all three sizes of Swimming Tur-
tles to form your small bale of turtles swimming 
along the bottom of your pool. 16 tiles.

BUY NOW

https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/turtle-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/turtle-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic?variant=31114634559547
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/turtle-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaic?variant=31114635477051


MINI TURTLES

SIZES:
INDIVIDUAL - 2” x 2” each - $8
5-PACK - $35
10-PACK - $65
20-PACK - $120

These popular turtles are perfect for beach 
entries, Baja shelves, or the steps in your pool to 
make them appear to be newly hatched turtles 
being released into the ocean.

BUY NOW

SWIMMING TURTLE FAMILY

SIZES:
SMALL, MEDIUM, and LARGE - $190

This combo features all three sizes of the Swim-
ming Turtle Family. Group them together or apart 
in your pool. Each turtle has super bright legs 
and the rippling water in your pool makes these 
mosaics look as if they are truly swimming in 
your pool.

BUY NOW
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https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/swimming-turtle-family-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaics
https://shop.elementglo.com/collections/glo-mosaics/products/mini-turtle-glow-in-the-dark-pool-mosaics
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NUVO - SEAHORSE

SIZE:
SMALL - 6” x 12” - $90 

The NUVO-GLO™ Seahorse is a true collectors 
edition that is only sold when the NUVO-GLO™ 
UV Lighting System is installed in your pool. Like 
the larger Element-Glo™ version of this mosaic, 
this seahorse features beautiful shades of blues 
and teals in both day colors and night glow. 17 
tiles. Available left or right-facing.

ONLY SOLD WITH NUVO-GLO UV LIGHTING SYSTEM

NUVO - SEATURTLE

SIZE:
SMALL - 6” x 5” - $35 

It’s hard not to fall in love with the NUVO Seatur-
tle. The legs of this turtle are bright and vibrant 
at night and the waves in your pool make this 
Seaturtle appear as if it really swimming in your 
pool. This mosaic goes well no matter where 
you put it in your pool. 13 tiles. Available left or 
right-facing.

ONLY SOLD WITH NUVO-GLO UV LIGHTING SYSTEM

TM

NUVO-GLO™ MOSAICS

NUVO-GLO™ is a state-of-the-art nicheless UV Lighting System that is installed on a separate 
circuit in your pool. This system includes NUVO-GLO™ UV Lights that light up your glow in the 
aggregates, mosaics, and tiles with the flip of a switch. With the NUVO-GLO™ UV Lighting System 
you can swim with the stars and your glow mosaics and they will always be lit to 100%, almost as 
though they are electric.

NUVO-GLO™ Glow in the Dark Mosaics are sold exclusively with the NUVO-GLO™ UV Lighting 
System and not separately.

For more information on the NUVO-GLO™ UV Lighting System go HERE or call (888) 883-1308.

https://nuvo-glouv.com


NUVO - BUTTERFLYFISH

SIZE:
SMALL - 10” x 9” - $95

This little guy is intricate and for the its small size, 
there are a lot of tiles. The NUVO Butterflyfish’s 
stripes are contrasted so at night this fish is high-
ly distinguishable no matter where you place it 
in your pool. 19 tiles that glow green and blue at 
night. Available left or right-facing.

NUVO - DOLPHIN

SIZE:
SMALL - 12” x 6” - $90 

This cute dolphin may be small but it packs a huge 
brightness punch. Combine two NUVO-GLO™ 
Dolphins together to create two playful dolphins 
swimming in a circle. 15 tiles. Available left or 
right-facing.

NUVO-GLO™ Mini Turtles are everything cute 
in the world and make great tile markers, step 
liners, or beach entry companions. . Available in 
10-Packs when you purchase the NUVO-Glo UV 
Lighting System for your pool. 

BUY NOW

NUVO - MINI TURTLES

SIZE:
EXTRA-SMALL (10-Pack)
 • 2” x 2” each - $65 
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ONLY SOLD WITH NUVO-GLO UV LIGHTING SYSTEM

ONLY SOLD WITH NUVO-GLO UV LIGHTING SYSTEM

ONLY SOLD WITH NUVO-GLO UV LIGHTING SYSTEM

PAGE
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CLOWNFISH (TRUE-GLO™)

SIZE:
LARGE - 11” x 6” - $95

Introducing the first glow mosaic featuring TRUE-
GLO™ Technology. This Clownfish is a beautiful 
bright orange and white by day and glows the 
same bright brilliant colors at night. TRUE-GLO™ 
mosaics take day and night brightness to a new 
level. 17 tiles. Available left or right-facing. 

BUY NOW

TRUE-GLO™ MOSAICS

TRUE-GLO™ is state-of-the-art technology that features more pronounced mosaic vividness 
during the day and the brightness of the glow at night. TRUE-GLO™ Mosaics are super-charged 
and unbelievably bright, but what separates them from our traditional ELEMENT-GLO™ Mosaics is 
they glow the same colors as they appear during the day.

For example, the TRUE-GLO™ Clownfish below is orange and white during the day when the sun 
is up and, at night, the fish also glows orange and white. This feature contrasts traditional ELE-
MENT-GLO Mosaics, which glow shades of blues and greens at night. (See comparison below)

VS

TRUE-GLO™ ELEMENT-GLO™



STARFISH (TRUE-GLO™) 

SIZES:
SMALL - 6” x 6” - $60

COMING SOON!

America’s Favorite, the Bubbly Starfish, will soon 
be available in a bright orange glow and bright 
blue bubblies.
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COMING FEBRUARY 2021

BLUE TANG (TRUE-GLO™)

COMING SOON!

We’re excited to announce the second TRUE-
GLO™ mosaic will be the Blue Tang, which will be 
released February 2021 and be available in at 
least two sizes. COMING FEBRUARY 2021

PAGE
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TEN THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT GLOW MOSAICS

1. Your mosaics are designed and hand-made by professional artists.

2. No two tiles are the same - You may notice slightly variable day colors and night glow.
We go through great lengths to ensure consistent glo throughout each tile, but the day
color and night glow may vary slightly from tile to tile.

3. Your mosaic tiles are resin-based - This quality is distinctly different from glass or 
ceramic. Because they are resin-based makes them susceptible to surface damage.
Ironically, muriatic acid is okay and so is water, while alcohol is not. 

4. Because Element Glo Mosaics are resin-based and susceptible to surface damage during 
the troweling process, 95% of Element Glo Mosaics are shipped to you with a vinyl adhesive on 
the surface of each tile. Please leave this adhesive on the surface during the troweling process. 
Once workers are done installing your mosaics and they are completely done troweling, remove 
the vinyl adhesive just before the pool is acid washed (if applicable) and filled with water.

5. Thin striations on your mosaic tile surfaces - Some of your mosaic tiles have very thin 
striations from the hardening process. These striations are not visible when viewing them
in the dark and will not be visible once under water.

6. The mesh helps your application - Some contractors like to leave the mesh that we 
have applied to the back because it helps to adhere the tiles to your surface. The mesh
helps keep each individual tile in the appropriate place for application.

We recommend trimming the mesh to the desired size, which your contractors can do,
and leaving the mesh on the back during application so that tiles do not get misplaced. 

7. Disregard rough mosaic tile sides and bottoms - Any deviations you see on the sides
and bottoms of your tiles help promote adhesion to your surface. They will not be
visible after application.

8. Broken mosaic tiles replacement - Please inspect your glow mosaics when you receive
them. If any tiles are broken, please call us immediately so we can send you a replacement
of the broken tile.

9. Your tiles can be replaced at no charge in the first year.

10. Glow Mosaics are powered by natural oxides derived from the earth that are activated by 
a particular wavelength of light. A UV Light Source is recommended to recharge your mosaics 
when their power fades. NOTE: Glow Mosaics are NOT electric and need to be priodically re-
charged. 

11. The glow of your mosaic tiles can be enhanced exponentially by periodic exposure to
light or UV light. Various UV lights are available at Amazon. Search “365 NM 100-WATT UV 
FLOOD LIGHT.”

12. Once applied, your mosaic tiles will withstand all weather conditions and glow 
every night.
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IMPORTANT!

Some or all of your mosaics require a vinyl protective adhesive to be adhered to your mosaic 
tiles’ surface prior to installation. During the pool plastering process, mosaics will be troweled 
over many times. Element Glo mosaics are resin-based and susceptible to scratches during 
the troweling process. The vinyl adhesive that is included with your mosaic will protect the sur-
face of your mosaic tiles from getting scratched while your new pool surface is being installed. 

• If your mosaic came with the vinyl adhesive included, please take a moment to stick the vinyl 
to the mosaic tiles BEFORE you give them to your contractor to install. Please instruct them to 
leave the vinyl on the mosaic until they are done troweling.

• If your mosaic already has the vinyl attached to the surface, please instruct your contractors 
to leave the vinyl on the mosaic tiles until they are done troweling.

• If your mosaic does not have vinyl included and it is not attached, it does not require a vinyl 
adhesive before installation. The mosaic surface is textured for installation.

NOTE: The vinyl adhesive application is to protect the integrity of each mosaic tile’s surface. If 
the vinyl is not placed on the mosaic before installation, it’s okay. When the pool is filled with 
water, the scratches dissipate, are hardly noticeable, and will not detract from the glow of your 
mosaic.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Please leave the vinyl protection layer on the surface during the application process as it will 
protect mosaic tiles from getting scratched. Once you have completed the troweling, you can 
remove the vinyl using your fingertips or light pulling it up using any pointed tool to reveal the 
mosaic top.

2. Adhere mosaic to the surface (wall or ground) using the base plaster you will be installing 
at least one day before the final plaster or pebble finish. Note: Trim the mesh of the mosaic to 
size, but do not remove it. The mesh keeps the mosaic together and makes installation much 
easier both in labor and time.

3. Apply and trowel plaster or pebble surface as usual, but stay mindful where your glow 
mosaics are located as some smaller mosaics may be difficult to identify under the plaster. To 
assist in finding the mosaics after plaster is applied, some installers have placed a tape tab on 
the center piece of the mosaic.  The tape tab sticks up giving the installers a visual reference 
to the mosaic’s location.

4. When troweling is complete, remove the vinyl protective layer to reveal the colorful mosaic 
tiles.

5. While rinsing and applying an acid wash on the entire surface, there is no need to avoid the 
mosaic. Apply the acid wash and rinse naturally. DO NOT wipe the mosaic while acid is applied 
- only rinse the top with water.

WATCH AN INSTALLATION VIDEO HERE!

GLOW MOSAIC INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9AC1emekTco&t
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elementglo.com

(888) 883-1308

Instagram and Facebook:
@elementgloco
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